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Abstract. Pressure injuries (PIs) originate beneath the surface of the skin at the interface between bone and soft
tissue. We used diffuse correlation spectroscopy (DCS) and diffuse near-infrared spectroscopy (DNIRS) to pre-
dict the development of PIs by measuring dermal and subcutaneous red cell motion and optical absorption and
scattering properties in 11 spinal cord injury subjects with only nonbleachable redness in the sacrococcygeal
area in a rehabilitation hospital and 20 healthy volunteers. A custom optical probe was developed to obtain
continuous DCS and DNIRS data from sacrococcygeal tissue while the subjects were placed in supine and
lateral positions to apply pressure from body weight and to release pressure, respectively. Rehabilitation patients
were measured up to four times over a two-week period. Three rehabilitation patients developed open PIs (POs)
within four weeks and eight patients did not (PNOs). Temporal correlation functions in the area of redness were
significantly different (p < 0.01) during both baseline and applied pressure stages for POs and PNOs. The results
show that our optical method may be used for the early prediction of ulcer progression. © 2017 Society of Photo-Optical

Instrumentation Engineers (SPIE) [DOI: 10.1117/1.JBO.22.2.025003]
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1 Introduction
Diffuse correlation spectroscopy (DCS) and diffuse near-infra-
red spectroscopy (DNIRS) are two methods that measure
diffusely scattered light in human tissue and are now widely
used in medical research diagnostic applications. The main
applications of these technologies are in the detection and mon-
itoring of breast cancer tumors during therapy and neurological
conditions, such as the degree of brain injury following a stroke,
sleep apnea, and brain activations.1–6 DCS has also been used to
study cerebral perfusion in neonates7–11 in addition to several
other various types of cancer, such as head and neck, bone
marrow, prostate, and thyroid cancer12–16 as well as preclinical
experimental oncology studies.17–21

We have completed several research studies using frequency
domain DNIRS studying wound healing in animal models and
human diabetic wounds.22–24 These studies showed that changes
over a 3- to 4-week period in the blood saturation and absolute
hemoglobin concentration calculated from measured optical
absorption coefficient of tissue underlying chronic diabetic
wounds can predict 20-week healing outcomes. These data
led us to hypothesize that diffuse optical methods can be
used to predict the development of a pressure injury (PI)
(i.e., pressure ulcers).

2 Current Pressure Ulcer Prediction Methods
The National Pressure Ulcer Advisory Panel (NPUAP) defines
PI (formerly called pressure ulceration) as localized damage to

the skin and/or underlying soft tissue usually over a bony promi-
nence. Early PI begins with local tissue ischemia, tissue defor-
mation, and local inflammation caused by excessive pressure
and/or shear stress in soft tissue near bony prominences leading
to tissue destruction.25,26 The NPUAP defines six categories for
classifying PIs: stage 1, 2, 3, and 4 PI, unstageable PI, and deep
tissue PI. Stage 1 PIs are characterized by nonblanchable
redness, which is often the first sign of PI development. While
some cases of redness progress to open PIs, others disappear.

Currently, clinicians assess the risk of PI progression based
on surface appearance and palpation and through tools such as
the Braden, Norton, and Waterlow scales.27 Therefore, a quan-
titative objective method of PI risk assessment would be benefi-
cial for directing initial treatment options, improving patient
outcomes, and reducing hospital stays. Early identification of
PI may allow clinicians to provide aggressive care at an early
stage to avoid further progression.

There have been few studies done to predict the progression
of PIs using blood flow monitoring technologies. In 2009, Aoi
et al.28 conducted a study using intermediate-frequency ultra-
sonography (10 MHz) to evaluate deep tissue injuries (DTIs)
(∼2 to 3 cm). Among the 12 patients who were analyzed, six
of the patients’ ulcers worsened compared to initial measure-
ments, while the other half healed. Using the ultrasound analy-
sis, they were able to predict PI progression with a positive
predictive value, specificity, and sensitivity greater than 80%.

In 2011, Judy et al.29 used thermography to evaluate PI
development and risk assessment. From 100 adult patients
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who were enrolled in the study at Duke University Medical
Center over a 1.5-year period, only five participants developed
a stage 1 or 2 PI. They developed an algorithm to classify
patients based on the risk of developing a pressure ulcer and
were able to differentiate between patients who developed an
ulcer and those who did not. All of the five patients who devel-
oped an advanced PI were classified as high-risk patients, and
they determined that the Braden scores correctly identified only
three of the five participants who developed a PI to be at high
risk of PI development.

3 Material and Methods

3.1 Human Study

All procedures involving human subjects were reviewed and
approved by the Institutional Review Boards at Magee
Rehabilitation Hospital and Drexel University. Participants
included 20 healthy subjects (HSs) and 11 rehabilitation (spinal
cord injury) patients admitted at Magee Rehabilitation Hospital
in Philadelphia.

HSs, 18 years of age or older, with no history of PI, diabetes,
venous, or arterial disease were recruited to optimize the

measurement protocol, assess feasibility, evaluate ease of use,
and compare measured optical parameters in the sacral area
to data collected from rehabilitation patients. After the robust-
ness of the device and newly designed probe had been tested,
rehabilitation patients were recruited.

Eligible patients had intact sacrococcygeal skin with non-
blanchable redness (i.e., either a stage 1 PI or DTI26). Patients
were ineligible for the study if they suffered from diabetes,
venous, or arterial disease or had a previous history of sacrococ-
cygeal stage 2, 3, or 4 PIs.

Table 1 shows demographic information on three rehabilita-
tion patients who developed open PIs (POs) and eight patients
who did not develop open ulcers (PNOs).

3.2 Measurement Protocol

The measurement protocol shown in Fig. 1 consisted of three
stages: baseline, applied pressure, and released pressure.
First, during the baseline stage, the subject was moved into a
lateral position on a hospital bed and baseline measurements
were obtained by gently touching the optical probe to the sub-
ject’s sacrococcygeal skin for 1 to 2 min. A sterile transparent
dressing (Tegaderm, 3M, Corp) was used to cover the probe

Table 1 Demographic information for all enrolled subjects.

ID Sex Race Age BMI Braden score Braden indication Final stage

PNO1 M Caucasian 59 23.4 10 High risk Healed

PNO2 M Caucasian 20 26.9 11 High risk Healed

PNO3 F Caucasian 21 21.6 11 High risk Healed

PNO4 M Caucasian 62 37.9 15 At risk Healed

PNO5 M Caucasian 52 26.7 12 High risk Healed

PNO6 M Caucasian 48 28.4 10 High risk Healed

PNO7 M Caucasian 55 39.6 14 Moderate risk Healed

PNO8 M Caucasian 50 31.6 15 At risk Healed

PO1 M Caucasian 79 19.2 13 Moderate risk Unstageable

PO2 M Caucasian 30 22.6 10 High risk Stage 3

PO3 M Caucasian 34 20.3 12 High risk Unstageable

Fig. 1 The three stages of the measurement protocol. The patient begins in the lateral position during
the baseline stage, then is moved to the supine position for the applied pressure stage, and finally is
moved back to the lateral position to release the pressure.
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during each measurement session, in accordance with universal
precautions. Next, during the applied pressure stage, the subject
was moved into the supine position with body weight applying
pressure to the sacral area for 8 to 10 min. This position sim-
ulates conditions that may lead to PI development if sustained
for a longer period of time. During the last stage of the protocol
when the pressure was released, the subject was moved from the
supine position back to the lateral position, and optical measure-
ments were continued for another 2 to 3 min similar to baseline
measurements. During each stage, the measurement cycle was
6 s, during which DCS correlation functions were measured for
3 s and DNIRS data were obtained for 3 s.

Measurement sessions were performed four times over the
course of two weeks or until the patient developed an open
PI, which appeared on the skin surface (stage 2, 3, 4, or unstage-
able PI). Two weeks after the last measurement session, each
patient was examined to determine whether an open PI had
developed.

3.3 Diffuse Correlation Spectroscopy
Instrumentation

DCS was used to measure microcirculatory blood flow in poten-
tially damaged sacral tissue. A long-coherent length (∼10 m)
laser (CrystaLaser, Reno, Nevada) emission traveled through
a multimode optical fiber to the tissue. A four-channel single
photon counting module (SPCM) (Pacer, Palm Beach Gardens,
Florida) registered the scattered light that was brought back
from tissue by four single mode fibers (core diameter ∼5 μm).
The output of the SPCM was connected to a multitau correlator
(Correlator.com, Shenzhen, China), which computed a temporal
correlation function (TCF) of scattered light intensity selected
based on the photon arrival times. This multitau correlator
was selected because it analyzes TCF across a wide range of
τ (10−6 to 10−1), which is necessary because tissue is a multi-
scattering regime where the characteristic time strongly depends
on the number light scattering events.30–33

3.4 Diffuse Near-Infrared Spectroscopy Device

The frequency domain DNIRS device measures tissue optical
properties μa and μ 0

s . Measured values of μa and μ 0
s can be

used to determine absolute values of blood flow index (BFI)
from experimental TCF when the DCS system is operated
simultaneously with the DNIRS system in the same tissue
volume.

A DNIRS system with two avalanche photodiode detectors
and eight multimode (62.5∕125 μm) source fibers delivering
160 MHz intensity-modulated light (685 and 830 nm) was
used to calculate tissue optical properties. For more details
on the DNIRS system, see Ref. 34. An optical switch
(Dicon) was used to deliver one wavelength of light to one
source fiber at a time. Backscattered light was collected via
two detector fibers (1-mm core). Amplitude and phase shift val-
ues, as functions of 16 source–detector separations (i.e., eight
sources and two detectors), were fit to the diffusion approxima-
tion model in semi-infinite geometry, and optical properties
were calculated.35 These μa and μ 0

s values were used for the
calculation of BFI.30

To verify the consistency of the DNIRS system throughout
the study, we measured the optical properties of a silicone
phantom before each measurement session, and variation in cal-
culated μa and μ 0

s did not exceed 10%. Because our DCS system

operates at a wavelength of 785 nm while the DNIRS system
operates at 685 and 830 nm, we adjusted the measured values
of μ 0

s by interpolating between μ 0
s measured at 685 and 830 nm.

When fitting measured values of scattered light intensity and
phase changes, we rejected measurements with root-mean-
square deviations between experimental data and fitting were
greater than 25%.

3.5 Optical Probe Design

To measure the response of sacral tissue to applied pressure,
an optical probe was developed. This probe, pictured in Fig. 2,
was used for DCS and DNIRS measurements during all three
stages of our protocol: baseline, applied pressure, and released
pressure.

The probe immobilized and protected the DCS and DNIRS
optical fibers by integrating them into a 3-D-printed acrylonitrile
butadiene styrene fixture that was embedded within a silicone
pad. Ninety deg optical prisms (2 mm per side) were fixed to
the ferrule tip of each fiber using optical adhesive that redirects
light into the vertical direction when patients are in the supine
position with their sacral skin above the silicone pad. The single
source–detector separation for DCS fibers was 6 mm, corre-
sponding to a measurement depth of approximately 2 to
5 mm.36,37 The DNIRS part of the probe has source–detector
separations ranging between 6 and 16 mm, corresponding to
measurement depths of 2 to 9 mm. We evaluate the penetration
depth as the value of order of square root of product of the
source–detector distance and 1∕μ 0

s , i.e.,
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
ρ × 1∕μ 0

s

p
, where ρ

is the source–detector separation. The optical power of light
transmitted through the fibers with prisms was approximately
90% of the transmission from the same fibers without prisms.
A polarized film was placed in front of DCS detector fibers.

3.6 Modeling Diffuse Correlation Spectroscopy Data

Within the diffusion regime of light propagation in a tissue,
the field TCF for an infinite medium takes the form30

EQ-TARGET;temp:intralink-;e001;326;338G1ðτÞ ¼ r−1 expð−KrÞ; (1)

where r is the source–detector distance, the square of decay
parameter

Fig. 2 Schematic drawing of the optical probe used during the human
study protocol. Small prisms were fixed onto the ferrals of each fiber
to redirect the light 90 deg, so measurements could be taken during
all three stages of the protocol. The typical separation between the
DNIRS sources is approximately 4.3 mm while the separation
between DCS source and detector is about 5.2 mm.
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EQ-TARGET;temp:intralink-;e002;63;752K2 ¼ 3μaμ
0
s þ αμ 02

s k2hΔr2ðτÞi; (2)

μ 0
s and μa are the reduced scattering and adsorption coefficients,

k ¼ 2πn∕λ, λ is the wavelength, n is the tissue refractive index,
and hΔr2ðτÞi is the mean square displacement (MSD). Factor α
is understood as a share of moving scatterers; the first term is
responsible for static light scattering and the second term for
dynamic decay of field correlations. For a semi-infinite
space, the field TCF is presented within the diffusion solution
as a difference between two terms contributed by the radiation
source and its mirror image

EQ-TARGET;temp:intralink-;e003;63;631G1ðτÞ ¼ ½r−11 expð−Kr1Þ − r−12 expð−Kr2Þ�; (3)

where r1 and r2 are the source–detector and source image–
detector distances, respectively [see (Ref. 31)].

Beginning with the pioneering works32,38 on diffusive wave
spectroscopy (DWS), the MSD is commonly explained in terms
of the Brownian diffusion

EQ-TARGET;temp:intralink-;e004;63;544hΔr2ðτÞiBrown ¼ 6Dbτ; (4)

where Db is the diffusion coefficient of the red blood cells
(RBC) moving in tissue. As is seen, Brownian diffusion exhibits
linear dependence on the temporal decay τ.

For numerical evaluation, it is convenient to present the
decay parameter K as follows:

EQ-TARGET;temp:intralink-;e005;63;457K ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
3μaμ

0
sð1þ 2αμ−1a μ 0

sk2Dbτ
q

Þ: (5)

Estimating reduced scattering and absorption coefficients
μ 0
s ¼ 10 cm−1 and μa ¼ 0.1 cm−1, respectively, and taking

typical values k ≈ 10 μm−1 and αDb ¼ 0.510−8 cm2∕s, we
conclude that the second term dominates for delay times exceed-
ing τ > 10−4 s, and we come to a nonanalytic, square-root
dependence on time

EQ-TARGET;temp:intralink-;e006;63;352K ≈ μ 0
s

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
6αk2Dbτ

q
: (6)

DWS has been studied primarily using this nonanalytic
approximation.32,38 Note that this nonanalyticity makes the
N-order method,39 based on the Taylor expansion method,
nonjustified.

For smaller delay times and larger absorption coefficients,
the parameter K exhibits a linear dependence on time

EQ-TARGET;temp:intralink-;e007;63;247K ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
3μaμ

0
s

p
½1þ αðμ 0

s∕μaÞk2Dbτ�: (7)

Thus, for a chosen set of tissue and light parameters, the tem-
poral behavior of the TCF changes qualitatively, as the time
delay increases within the temporal range 10−5 < τ < 10−3 s,
from linear to the square-root dependence. In this case, when
the diffusion regime is violated, the time dependence of the
TCF also returns to being linear. Such an effect we are to expect
for bounded tissue geometries, namely for multilayer systems,
soft tissue, and bone as an example, with the layer thickness
comparable with the transport length μ 0−1

s .
Besides the widely accepted diffusive model of the scatterers

dynamics, there has been considered also the random velocity
model,40 wherein the MSD is proportional to the second
moment of the velocity

EQ-TARGET;temp:intralink-;e008;326;752hΔr2ðτÞiconvect ¼ hV2iτ2: (8)

While the MSD of Brownian particle increases with time
linearly, within in the random velocity model it depends on
the square of time. Thus, the Brownian model and the random
velocity model predict quite different dynamics of scatterers.
Both mechanisms can be considered simultaneously (see
Refs. 41 and 42), contributing additively to the MSD.

Using the Brownian model, one takes the RBC diffusion
coefficient, multiplied with α, as the index of blood flow,
BFIBrowning ¼ αDb. Within the convective MSD model, the
BFI in Ref. 41 is calculated as the root of second moment of
velocity, BFIconvect ¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
αhV2i

p
. Therefore, it is seen that even

the dimensions of these quantities are different.
Both models can be considered simultaneously as a mixed

model.
In recent work,42 the Monte Carlo simulations were per-

formed presenting the MSD as the sum of contributions of
the convective and diffusive movements of RBCs; in particular,
the diffusion coefficient and RBC velocity were calculated using
an artificial-specific picture of parallel oriented capillaries with a
given radius, optical coefficients of blood and surrounding tis-
sues, and Poiseuille-like velocity profile. However, Boas et al.42

admit that the experimental data primarily reflect the diffusive
character of the RBC dynamics.

Practically, assuming that the velocity profile in a cylindrical
blood vessel takes the Poiseuille-like form, Boas et al.42 have
shown for such a detailed model of blood circulatory system
that DCS mainly measures RBC shear-induced diffusion.
Based on results of the Monte Carlo simulations, the authors
found that the BFI, which is shown to quantify tissue perfusion,
is linearly proportional to blood flow, dependent on the hemo-
globin concentration and blood vessel diameter.

The measured TCF of intensity, g2 ðτÞ ¼ hIðr; tÞ ×
Iðr; tþ τÞi∕hIðr; tÞi2, is the quadratic form of the field TCF
due to the Siegert relationship

EQ-TARGET;temp:intralink-;e009;326;353g2 ðτÞ ¼ 1þ βjg1ðτÞj2; (9)

where g1ðτÞ ¼ G1ðτÞ∕G1ð0Þ is the normalized field TCF.
Presently, when calculating the BFI, the measured data are fitted
using the diffusion solution for the field TCF in a semi-infinite
geometry, typically for the Brownian diffusion. Some less suc-
cessive fittings are done using the random velocity MSD model,
with fittings not as good as the diffusive model.

4 Results

4.1 Temporal Correlation Functions as Markers for
Prediction of Pressure Injury Development

Representative TCFs, measured by our DCS instrumentation,
are shown in Fig. 3. Delay time, τexp, was calculated from
the TCF where the function decreased by a factor of e (math-
ematical constant e ¼ 2.72: : : ) because, according to the theo-
retical concept, the TCF shape is nearly exponential. The raw
TCF curves obtained from POs during baseline measurements
had smaller delay τ compared with TCFs of HSs and PNOs.

Detailed results are shown for POs in Fig. 4, in which τexp
values are lower than τexp for PNOs and HSs.

The ratios of τexp :pressure during applied pressure to τexp :baseline
during baseline were calculated and illustrated in Fig. 5. We
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observed an increase of about nine times in τexp when POs were
moved to the supine position and pressure was applied to
the sacral area, whereas for PNOs and HSs, the increase was
only approximately two times.

4.2 Analysis of Diffuse Near-Infrared Spectroscopy
Optical Properties

The optical properties μa and μ 0
s in DNIRS measurements are

determined from fitting the scattered amplitude and phase
change values as function of 16 source–detector separations ρ
to the semi-infinite approximation of the diffusion model.31,43

Using the criteria for data accuracy verification described in
Sec. 3.4, 3 of 10 PO and 11 of 28 PNO data points were
excluded from this analysis. We suppose that some of these
measurements were not stable for two reasons: first, we did

not have uniform contact between the skin and the probe due
to body curvature in the sacrum area, particularly in the supine
position where we cannot adjust the probe under the patient’s
body. Second, patient motion artifacts (for example muscle
spasms) may have contributed to this problem.

Table 2 shows the average μa and μ 0
s values for each stage and

each patient group.
As shown in Sec. 3.6, BFI can be determined using measured

values of μa, μ 0
s , and τexp. Therefore, the changes in τexp across

different stages of our measurement protocol and the differences
in τexp between subjects that we presented above in Sec. 4.1 may
be related to changes in the optical properties of the tissue (μa
and μ 0

s) or the motion of blood cells within the probed volume of
tissue. To estimate the relative sensitivity of τexp to changes in
each of these factors, we calculated the dependence of τexp on μa
and μ 0

s for fixed values of BFI. We found a weak dependence of

Fig. 3 (a) Typical experimental TCF of intensity for all three groups of patients for baseline. The PO (dark
line), PNO (gray line), and healthy volunteers (dotted line). Representative curves were taken from
PO1D2, PNO1D1, and HS7D1. Positions of vertical lines indicate the value of τexp. (b) Histogram of
TCFs (n ¼ 19) during the baseline stage of one measurement session for PO1D2, PNO1D1, and
HS7D1. The registration time of each TCF is ∼1.5 s, and the histograms are divided into bin sizes
of 10−5 s.
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τexp on μa. Specifically, τexp changed by only 19% as values of
μa ranged from 0.05 to 0.17 cm−1, values that are typically seen
in tissue. In principle, τexp shows a dependence on μ 0

s . For exam-
ple, τexp decreased by a factor of approximately 3 as values of μ 0

s

increased from 5 to 15 cm−1, as shown in Fig. 6.
We observe from Fig. 4 that values of τexp during baseline

measurements in PNOs were 2 to 3 times greater than those
measured in POs. However, the average measured values of
μ 0
s in PNOs (10.3 cm−1) were only slightly smaller than

those measured in POs (11.0 cm−1). This difference in μ 0
s

does not account for the much larger difference in τexp; there-
fore, we conclude that the observed differences in τexp are
primarily attributable to differences in blood flow. Similarly,
most of the observed 10 times increase of τexp in PO subjects
between the baseline and applied pressure phases of our
protocol can likely be attributed to changes in blood flow rather
than changes in μ 0

s , since Table 2 shows that values of μ 0
s only

increased from 11.0 to 12.7 cm−1.
The simulations reported in Fig. 6 were performed within the

framework of an algorithm described previously.34 We chose

Fig. 5 The ratios of τexp :pressure obtained during applied pressure measurements to baseline τexp :baseline
are shown on graphic. The data from all sessions for HSs (n ¼ 34 measurement sessions), PNOs
(n ¼ 28), and POs (n ¼ 10) are included in each of the boxes and whiskers. The bottom bar represents
the minimum while the top error bar is the maximum, the bottom line of the box represents the first
quartile, top line of the box is the third quartile, and middle line is the median. A 1-tailed t -test indicates
a significant difference (5 × 10−7) between PNO and PO subjects.

Fig. 4 Experimental τexp :baseline obtained during the all baseline measurement sessions for HSs (n ¼ 34
measurement sessions), PNOs (n ¼ 28), and POs (n ¼ 10). The bottom bar represents the minimum
while the top error bar is the maximum, the bottom line of the box represents the first quartile, top
line of the box is the third quartile, and middle line is the median.
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αDb ¼ 0.510−8 cm2∕s. To account for the temporal decay of the
TCF, the weight of the n’th simulated photon was multiplied by
the factor exp½−k2hΔr2ðτÞiμ 0

sRn∕3�, or for Brownian diffusion
expð−2αDBτμsR

P
jq

2
jÞ,32,38 where R and qj are the random

values of the optical path and wave transfer at the j-order of
scattering, respectively; summing is performed over scattering
orders.

We calculated BFI by fitting the experimental TCF using
the Brownian model with DB as the unknown parameter for
the average experimental μa and μ 0

s in each protocol stage.
The shift from baseline to released pressure shows a BFI that

is systematically declining after every measurement session for
all POs, as seen in Fig. 7 and Table 3. PO1 and PO2 both show
BFI shifts that cross the x-axis, indicating that the average blood

Table 2 Mean (standard deviation) of absorption (μa) and reduced scattering coefficients (μ 0
s) for PNOs, POs, and silicone phantom measured at

λ ¼ 830 nm before each measurement session.

μa (cm−1) μ 0
s (cm−1)

PNO PO Silicone phantom PNO PO Silicone phantom

Baseline 0.078 (0.016) 0.078 (0.014) 0.11 (0.035) 10.3 (1.8) 11.0 (1.6) 11.2 (1.0)

Applied pressure 0.058 (0.015) 0.079 (0.012) 13.2 (3.3) 12.7 (2.7)

Released pressure 0.070 (0.018) 0.086 (0.019) 11.3 (3.0) 11.4 (1.5)

Fig. 6 Dependence of τexp on μ 0
s for values 5 to 15 cm−1 calculated using the diffusion approximation

model (triangles) and Monte Carlo simulation model (squares).

Fig. 7 Change in BFI between baseline and released pressure stages of the measurement protocol. POs
(striped) exhibit a consistent drop in the magnitude of blood flow during the released pressure stage
from day to day, while no specific pattern is observed in PNOs (solid). Only three PNOs are displayed
because the same temporal trends are seen in all other PNOs.
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flow during released pressure was lower than the average base-
line blood flow, while PO3 showed a single large drop in BFI
during released pressure before the wound opened the follow-
ing day.

The released pressure stage, as the patient is moved from a
load bearing position back to a lateral position, was of particu-
lar interest since it showed a temporal trend, which allowed
further distinction between POs and PNOs. The systematic
decrease for POs may further indicate a progression in the
structural deterioration of the microvasculature from day to
day until eventual ulceration. It is important to note that only
two measurement sessions were performed on PO3 due to
ulceration prior to the third session; the downward trend,
however, is still apparent.

5 Discussion and Conclusions
In the future, it may be possible to use raw TCF data as a diag-
nostic tool for early detection of tissue injury that leads to open
PIs. We can hypothesize that the capillary network is very sen-
sitive to outside factors and lacks normal oxygen and nutrition
supply for these patients. However, since we measured just three
patients who developed an open ulcer, it is just a preliminary
speculation.

DCS and DNIRS technologies have the potential to be used
to assess the risk of advanced ulceration in patients with intact
skin and nonblanchable redness. Throughout each of the stages
of the protocol, τexp and BFI data could be used to distinguish
between POs and PNOs within two weeks of recruitment.

Baseline measurements, which are more simple and do not
require the use of a complicated experimental probe, showed a
large difference between τexp for groups of medical patients,
PO and PNO (p ¼ 0.005). If our analysis of the relatively
small influence of scattering coefficients on τexp is correct,
we suppose that the blood flow is higher for POs patients,
although they have similar redness on the skin surface.

Solely monitoring baseline τexp can be useful in the prediction
of PI development.

In healthy tissue, faster blood flow may be interpreted as
a higher influx of nutrients and oxygen to the probed area;
however, in patients with compromised circulation, increased
blood flow does not necessarily reflect the tissue nutrition.
Previous studies have demonstrated an increase in blood
flow in diabetic patients during hypoxia and capillary ische-
mia of several organs, which may be caused by the microvas-
cuature compensating for decreased nutritional status of local
tissue.44

1. PO subjects exhibit a very high sensitivity of blood
flow to the applied pressure. This conclusion follows
from the large increase in τexp values during the
applied pressure stage. Tissue and blood vessels
with high sensitivity to applied body pressure may
be the initial reason for PI development. These pre-
liminary data suggest that it may be possible to predict
open PIs in patients with low mobility by monitoring
local blood flow.

We expect that when patients are moved to the
supine position, the pressure will compress the tissue,
causing an increase in μ 0

s . Further, τexp is expected to
decrease as the microvasculature is compressed and
blood flow slows. We observed a very large shift in
TCF (in the direction of large τ) for PO subjects rel-
ative to PNO and HSs. In this case, it is reasonable to
conclude that blood flow in PO patients slowed down
more than in PNO and HSs.

We can hypothesize that the capillary network in
PO subjects is very sensitive to outside factors because
it is damaged and may lack normal oxygen and nutri-
tion supply, which may lead to their open PIs. A larger
decrease in blood flow from baseline values to the
applied pressure stage for POs may be indicative of
a damaged or impaired microcirculation that is unable
to sustain proper blood flow under the load of the
patient’s body. This result can be explained physio-
logically through shunting, which is a situation in
which blood is efficiently diverted to where it is
most needed due to changes in activity.45 This phe-
nomenon is achieved through the contraction of
precapillary sphincters, which are bands of smooth
muscle surrounding the origination of capillaries, to
adjust the blood flow into the capillaries and/or direct
the blood to a different area. It is possible that the POs
were experiencing microvascular damage causing PI,
which may cause the same effect as shunting in blood
vessels since we see an increase in BFI for patients
who develop advanced ulcers. However, since we have
measured only three patients who developed an open
ulcer, this is just a preliminary speculation.

2. We observed temporal trends between consecutive ses-
sions in released pressure changes of BFI from baseline
(Fig. 7) in POs that were not observed in PNO subjects.
It may be difficult to use these types of measurements
for diagnostic purposes since multiple measurements
must be performed over a period of several days.
However, these data may provide information about

Table 3 Slopes calculated using the change in BFI between baseline
and released pressure stages during consecutive measurement
sessions show a strong negative trend for all POs.

ID Slope × 10−10

PNO1 7.7

PNO2 0.0

PNO3 −5.6

PNO4 −1.0

PNO5 −6.4

PNO6 −2.3

PNO7 −4.0

PNO8 −0.9

PO1 −39

PO2 −24

PO3 −153
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the deterioration of local microvasculature in patients
who are developing PIs beneath the skin’s surface,
if these trends are observed in a larger clinical trial.
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